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Abstract

Workload Management
(Section 4)

Building a sustainable datacenter requires coordinated decisions in its design and system management. Existing research
work on datacenter sustainability often considers the design
space in isolation and misses opportunities to minimize carbon footprint through coordinated design and management
where sustainability is a first-class objective. Design decisions
such as datacenter site selection, renewable energy investment
portfolios, and the provisioning of energy storage are intertwined with complementary solutions for operation, including
various forms of demand response and carbon-aware workload management. In this paper, we advocate for holistic
frameworks that take into account both operational and embodied carbon to coordinate between datacenter design and
system management decisions.
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Figure 1: Sustainability solutions are interdependent with
each other and a coordinated solution with fine grained measurements (hourly tracking) is necessary to reach a carbonoptimal solution and to improve renewable utilization.

Introduction

grid, which has ≈ 33% share of renewables [6, 32]. These
curtailments deactivate renewable energy generation to match
supply with demand [4,8,24]. Given these conditions and the
projected growth of the renewable energy generation [35] —
the majority coming from wind and solar — it is clear that relying on annual renewable energy credits is not a sustainable
long-term strategy. We believe that complementary solutions
to renewable deployment, such as demand response and battery deployment, will play an increasingly important role in
reducing the carbon footprint of datacenters.
This research argues for the adoption of integrated solutions to design and manage sustainable datacenters. Designing
a carbon-optimal datacenter — one that minimizes its lifetime carbon footprint — requires us to navigate trade-offs
and dependencies across the design and management decisions of power infrastructures, computational hardware, and
workload requirement. For example, while the prime focus
of building renewable infrastructures and its complementary
solutions is to reduce operational footprint from the electricity use of datacenters, an important but under-explored aspect
of the design space in exploring these strategies is embodied

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector’s
carbon emissions are now estimated at 1.8-3.9% of global
emissions [10], and continues to grow as the world becomes
more digitized. Large technology companies are exploring
ambitious sustainability strategies to be 24/7 carbon free
in their operations [15, 22] or carbon-free in their supply
chains [26], motivating us to rethink how datacenters are
operated and designed1 .
The contemporary strategy of using carbon offsets or annual renewable energy credits (RECs) to achieve carbon-free
operations [12, 21, 23] does not address the mismatch between renewable supply and demand on an hourly basis. As
the share of renewable energy in the grid continues to grow,
this mismatch can cause increasingly drastic curtailments
(i.e. deliberate reduction in renewable output). To highlight
this issue, in 2021 renewable energy curtailments reached
6% of the total generated renewable energy in the California
1 This work represents the research carried out at Meta’s Fundamental AI
Research (FAIR). The opinions represent our research organization’s views
and are framed in the context of the broader industry. It does not intend to
reflect any of Meta’s datacenter plans.
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footprint — the carbon footprint coming from the manufacturing of the hardware. The majority of the existing work has
focused on minimizing the operational footprint [2, 30, 36];
however, taking embodied footprint into account can significantly change the system design. When embodied carbon
footprint is considered, carbon-optimal datacenters may not
be able to run at 100% renewable coverage 24/7 because of the
manufacturing footprint of renewable farms and batteries [1].
Similarly, workload management strategies that engage in
demand-response may require additional server capacity to
support the increased demand during peak renewable energy
hours, creating a carbon trade-off with the embodied footprint
of the servers.
Sustainability should not be approached in isolation for
each datacenter layer — the dependencies created by sustainability strategies require a cross-layer co-design that treats
sustainability objectives as a first-class principle. We need
coordinated strategies for deploying renewable energy generation, energy storage, and demand response scheduling in datacenters across the globe. We also need holistic frameworks
that allow us to adequately explore this space. As visualized
in Figure 1, implementing these solutions in coordination
can increase renewable energy utilization and enable a more
carbon-efficient datacenter system. In this paper, we discuss
the following aspects of the solution space:

achieve its Net Zero objectives by ensuring RECs offset datacenter energy consumed at the year end. PPAs that generate
hourly-RECs (or T-EACs) allow operators to go further and
pursue 24/7 carbon-free objectives by ensuring RECs offset
DC energy consumed in every hour of the year. However,
using daily or hourly RECs does not mean renewable energy
is directly used by the DC. RECs may be generated at a different location. Therefore, despite these specific advances in
financial and accounting mechanisms, researchers should increasingly take a broader perspective on the interface between
the DC and grid.
Local versus Global Optimization. Researchers should
examine the effects of RECs and T-EACs on the broader
energy grid. Current financial and accounting mechanisms
provide DCs a narrow set of actions and strategies for locally
optimizing computation for their own sustainability goals.
But the DC’s local optimum may differ, perhaps significantly,
from the grid’s global optimum. Suppose a DC seeks to minimize its operational carbon footprint when renewable energy
is scarce. The DC defers jobs only to the extent needed to
align its energy consumption with the RECs from its investments in renewable energy. It neglects opportunities to further
identify and defer flexible jobs because doing so incurs a performance cost with no additional benefit to Net Zero or 24/7
carbon-free objectives. This strategy is optimal for the DC but
sub-optimal for the grid, which seeks responsive and flexible
loads that help align energy demand and supply throughout
its network. In effect, today’s DCs experience the benefits of
sustainability using RECs while the grid incurs the risks of
balancing energy demand and supply.
When renewable energy is abundant, the grid often suffers
from insufficient load and curtails generation. Data from the
California Independent System Operator (CAISO) suggests
that curtailments increase in frequency and magnitude as
the number of solar and wind farms increases [5]. Avoiding
curtailments requires energy storage and/or shifting more
energy consumption to renewable generation peaks, which
in turn requires more effective time-of-use pricing which
encourages the grid’s largest consumers (e.g., DCs) to shape
their demands.
Datacenter Site Selection. Operators must decide where
to site their datacenters and, by implication, decide which
grids should supply energy. These decisions impact carbon
footprints in several dimensions. First, in the near and medium
term, some datacenters may continue to use the broad grid’s
energy mix and the carbon-intensity of the grid can vary significantly by geography. Second, operators might mitigate risks
by investing in a diversified mix of renewable energy types
(e.g., wind, solar, geothermal) and some geographic locations
may offer broader and consistent supplies. Finally, operators
might mitigate risks by shifting computational load between
geographic locations. To further this goal, datacenters should
reside in complementary locations with uncorrelated peaks
and valleys in renewable generation.

• Renewables: Investment decisions, accounting mechanisms,
and the interface between power grid and datacenters (§ 2)
• Energy storage: the role of batteries in datacenters and its
challenges (§ 3)
• Workload management: understanding the workload characteristics at scale and opportunities for demand-response
techniques (§ 4).
• Implications on future datacenter design: need for holistic
frameworks to guide the datacenter design by coordinating
strategies for deploying renewable energy, energy storage,
and demand-response (§ 5).
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Renewables and the Grid

Currently, datacenter (DC) operators invest in renewable generation, such as wind and solar, and implement power purchase agreements (PPAs) to reduce DC exposure to a grid’s
carbon intensity. PPAs link Renewable Energy Credits (RECs)
with a specific source of energy and issue, e.g., one certificate
for every MWh generated [11, 13, 22]. RECs are commonly
issued on an annual basis. Hourly accounting of renewable
energy, Time-based Energy Attribute Certificates (T-EACs), is
necessary for more fine-grained, accurate accounting. T-EACs
are in development and need industry standardization [31].
Existing grid interfaces provide foundations for carbon
accounting, which define a DC operator’s progress toward
green computing. PPAs that generate RECs allow operators to
2

3.2

Selecting a site to set up or lease datacenter space is an
important decision that last for several years or even decades.
Beyond sustainability, there are many factors that affect DC
site selection, including the availability of land and labor,
reliable water and power supply, geographic fault tolerance
(in the case of multi-datacenter deployments) and proximity
to end users. Research is needed to reconcile these classic
constraints with emerging ones that impact sustainability.
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Energy Storage

Batteries are expensive [9] and have an embodied carbon footprint that is amortized over limited calendar lifetimes. Their
operational characteristics may degrade over time and after
numerous (dis)charge cycles. These properties should be part
of the calculus for carbon-aware datacenter design and management and be weighed against the many benefits that they
provide. Batteries have many applications in datacenters –
several of which we discuss next – and these applications
compete for battery resources and create dependencies between datacenter design and management decisions.

4
3.1

Battery Dependencies

The questions of battery design and management are dependent on each other, and tied to its many applications and
design/management decision of other parts of the DC. To
decide how to size the battery, one must consider how the
applications will compete to charge, discharge, or reserve the
storage capacity. Similarly, battery management decisions
will depend on the size and placement of the battery. Batteries
can be placed on the DC site or at the utility/grid in close proximity of the renewable farms. Placement on-site enables DC
operators to exert more control over battery charge/discharge
decisions. On the other hand, placement on the grid has a
number of broader advantages. By investing in batteries, DC
operators can help match supply and demand for the broader
grid and reduce the transmission line bottlenecks by placing
the batteries close to the energy source. Thus, the relative
merits of on-grid and on-site battery requires further studies.
Battery design and management decisions should also be
coordinated with workload management. More flexibility in
the workload can help reduce the total battery capacity required to reach a target carbon footprint, and vice versa.

Battery Applications in Datacenters

Workload Management at Scale

Datacenter demand response requires a better understanding
of the workload characteristics at scale (4.1) and re-thinking
workload management(4.2).

Renewable Energy Buffer. A battery can reduce a datacenter’s reliance on dispatchable, carbon-intensive power sources
while increasing the use of intermittent sources like wind and
solar by buffering energy when there is a generation surplus.
This could allow the datacenter operator to reach their target
carbon footprint with smaller investments in wind and solar
farms or with less disruptive demand response scheduling. A
large datacenter-scale battery could provide these services to
the regional electricity network.
Ancillary Grid Services. A battery could provide reliability and stability services to the grid, including frequency
regulation, ramping, and others [7, 28]. The decision to provide these services at any given moment would depend on the
anticipated load on the battery, and should be made in conjunction with workload management decisions. Datacenter
operators may require dynamic prices and incentives when
storing and supplying renewable energy for the grid during
periods of abundance and scarcity, respectively.
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS). Storage for renewable energy is an extension of existing datacenter power
infrastructure. Batteries are often used in datacenters as a
back-up power source for server racks that last up to tens of
minutes until back-up generators come online [25]. UPS’s
are idle the vast majority of the time and can be replaced
by distributed battery modules that collectively function as
one large battery for demand response applications while reserving some energy to ensure resilience and availability for
their local rack [29]. Larger, utility-scale batteries might also
provide an alternative to carbon-intensive back-up generators.

4.1

Workload Characteristics

Hyperscale datacenters such as those run by Google, Microsoft, Meta, Amazon are globally distributed and typically
run a mix of delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant workloads.
Delay-sensitive workloads such as real-time user facing requests have strict service level objectives (SLOs) for execution and completion times. Therefore, they cannot be shifted
in time but can be shifting in space (i.e. to a different datacenter location with lower carbon intensity). Delay-tolerant
workloads, on the other hand, have less stringent SLOs and
can be shifted both in space and time and executed when the
necessary resources are available at lower carbon intensity.
Examples of delay-tolerant workloads include offline machine
learning training jobs, daily data processing jobs, etc.
Temporal and Spatial Flexibility. In large datacenter deployments, delay-tolerant workloads constitute a large portion
of the total datacenter power demand. Delay-tolerant workloads have varying SLOs depending on how important their
execution is to other dependencies. For instance, Google has
reported that flexible jobs with 24-hour completion SLOs
make up about 40% of the Borg scheduler’s jobs [33]. At
Meta, around 20-30% of all workloads are delay-tolerant with
varying SLOs. These constitute a mix of offline data processing, offline training and opportunistic compute workloads. As
an example of the SLO breakdown, in Figure 2, we plot the
breakdown of data processing workloads by completion time
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Figure 2: Breakdown of data processing workloads by completion time SLO at Meta.
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SLOs. The data processing workloads constitute about 7.5%
of all the workloads in the fleet. Of these, about 87.4% of
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in workload time shifting to optimize carbon.
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Delay-tolerant workloads vary in the flexibility they provide for space and time shifting. For example, opportunistic
state-less compute workloads are extremely flexible and can
be scheduled in any DC with available resources and at any
time when the least amount of carbon is used. On the other
hand, offline training jobs are stateful, with data dependencies
that need to be met, and may require specific hardware to run
on. Hence, while these offline training jobs can be scheduled
at a time that minimizes carbon [20], the requirement for special hardware and data dependencies could impose spatial
locality restrictions for the scheduler.
In Figure 3, we characterize some of the Meta workloads
based on time and space shifting flexibility. We classify workloads as less flexible in space if the workloads can only be
scheduled in specific DC locations because of data or hardware dependencies. On the other hand, workloads are more
flexible in space if they can be scheduled anywhere. Similarly, workloads are less flexible in time if they need to be
scheduled and completed within a small time window and
more flexible if they can be scheduled and completed within
a larger time window. As an example, data processing workloads are flexible in time depending on the completion time
SLOs as described in Figure 2 but are restricted in where they
can run due to the presence of data dependencies. On the
other hand, offline state-less compute workloads have similar time flexibility characteristic and, at the same time, are
also flexible in where they are scheduled. In contrast, real
time services such as the web services handling end-user requests have strict completion time SLOs and are somewhat
restrictive on where they are scheduled to minimize end-user
latency. Similarly, AI inference workloads which are used
for real time recommendations have similar time inflexibility
characteristics [17, 19] and are also less flexible in space due
to hardware and data restrictions.
In general, restrictions around spatial flexibility can be addressed by distributing servers of different types more evenly
across all datacenters, or by replicating training data in more
datacenters to enable training everywhere. However, these
options come at the cost of increased carbon usage due to this

Video
Encoding

More (No DC restrictions)

Spatial Flexibility

Figure 3: Characterizing the space and time flexibility of
workloads that run in production datacenters. Delay-tolerant
workloads are highlighted in green.
replication. Hence, while the presence of delay-tolerant workloads can provide opportunities to minimize carbon usage, we
need to take a holistic approach by considering the time and
space flexibility characteristics of these workloads and the
added embodied and operational carbon cost of leveraging
this flexibility.
Pre-computation for real time workloads. Powerintensive computations and data movement can also be performed in advance during the time when renewables are abundant. Real-time deep learning inference use cases at the cloud
are supported by backend computation kernels that do not
necessarily come with real-time constraints and can be processed offline ahead of time. Future systems must adopt code
modularity by allowing kernels of a program to operate independently. By doing so, the finer-granularity of the code
structure will allow computations to be scheduled, depending
on renewable availability.

4.2

Workload Management Techniques

Datacenter demand response requires re-thinking resource
management. Software services and jobs should receive larger
resource allocations when renewable energy is abundant and
receive smaller allocations when it is scarce. Realizing this
goal requires shaping computational demand to create valleys
and peaks that align with carbon-free energy supply. Supply
depends on investments in renewable energy generation, purchasing strategies for that energy, and investments in energy
storage. Demand depends on workload flexibility and price
elasticity, which quantifies the change in resource consumption given a change in resource price.
Demand response differs significantly from current best
practice in hyperscale datacenters. It has been shown that
infrastructure costs associated with power delivery can be
4

amortized when the use of a datacenter’s provisioned power
is maximized. This strategy is implemented in two ways. First,
batch jobs are scheduled on servers that are under-utilized
by interactive services. Second, the datacenter deploys more
servers than it can power simultaneously, relying on statistical
load variations across complementary jobs and power capping to avoid oversubscribing the shared power supply. Taken
together, these strategies eliminate the classic assumption of
diurnal patterns in datacenter computing such that a datacenter built to support 30MW of computation consistently uses
30MW of power.
A demand response framework’s first task is to recreate
diurnal rhythms in computational load and energy demand
in ways that align with time-varying supplies of renewable
energy. Optimization provides one possible solution, [30]
minimizing the difference between the datacenter’s energy
demand and the grid’s renewable energy supply. The optimization would be constrained by datacenter’s provisioned
power, provisioned servers, and workload flexibility. The optimization would provide day-ahead schedules, determining
each job’s hourly resource allocation for the next twenty-four
hours based on forecasts of energy demand and supply. Despite initial progress, however, forecasting and optimization
may prove insufficient and we envision several significant,
new research directions.
Coordinating Management. Datacenters require a coherent management strategy for servers and batteries. Coordination is required because servers and batteries compete for
renewable energy. Servers seek energy for jobs immediately
whereas batteries do so to accumulate energy for future computation. Batteries may extend the optimization objective
by introducing new constraints based on how the number of
(dis)charge cycles affect their lifetimes. Batteries will also
make scalable optimization more difficult by increasing the
number of variables to be optimized.
Scaling Management. Scalable optimization for datacenter scheduling may prove to be difficult. One formulation
might require optimizing a variable for every hour in the
day and for every server (or indeed every processor or core).
Another formulation might require optimizing a variable for
every job or task. Research will be required to formulate computationally tractable variants of the optimization problem,
balancing the resource and time granularity of scheduling
decisions with the solver’s computational costs.
The costs of centralized optimization might motivate alternative decision making frameworks such as distributed,
multi-agent systems. Agents could represent users and their
jobs, developing and optimizing independent strategies for
requesting server and power allocations based on workload
needs, datacenter conditions (e.g., battery levels), grid signals
(e.g., renewable energy supplies, prices), and expected competition between agents. Game theory could model system
dynamics when agents independently pursue performance yet
account for carbon costs. Mechanism design could structure

the rules of the allocation game so that independent agents can
act strategically yet produce a datacenter-wide equilibrium
with desirable performance and sustainability outcomes.
Exploring Carbon Trade-Offs. Demand response produces interesting trade-offs between a DC’s operational and
embodied carbon footprints. Scheduling jobs to create diurnal
loads that match renewable energy supply will reduce operational carbon. But diurnal patterns may produce peak loads
that are much higher than today’s expected loads. Serving
these peaks may require many more servers than what today’s
datacenters have deployed and may increase embodied carbon [16,18]. Because these additional servers are utilized only
occasionally during peak loads, these embodied carbon costs
may not be fully amortized. Research is needed to balance demand response against its hardware requirements and, more
broadly, to examine the role of dark silicon in sustainable
datacenter computing [3].
Demand response also produces interesting trade-offs between power usage effectiveness (PUE) and carbon costs.
Traditionally, hyperscale datacenters seek the lowest possible
PUE (e.g., Meta’s PUE of 1.1 [12], Google’s of 1.1 [14], and
Microsoft’s of 1.18 [27]). When renewable energy is abundant,
the datacenter might activate more machines, dissipate more
power, and generate more heat. Under these circumstances,
renewable energy may permit the adoption of more advanced
cooling strategies that are not the most power-efficient but
allow the datacenter to increase its computational throughput
and serve peak loads yet remain carbon neutral.
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Future Datacenter Design and Management

Building a sustainable DC that effectively utilizes renewable
energy involves making decisions that affects both the design and management of the DCs. In addition, there needs to
be a coordination between these decisions, as presented in
this research. For example, on the design side, determining
the renewable investment amounts or battery deployment capacity requires deep understanding of the energy generation
characteristics of a region. Renewable characteristics affect
DC site selection decisions. Similarly, workload shifting can
reduce the amount of energy storage capacity needed. On the
management side, DC-side battery deployment requires coordination between charge/discharge decisions and workload
scheduling decisions, such as time/space shifting.
Another category of coordination is required to manage the
carbon trade-off between operational and embodied footprint.
For example, workload shifting may require additional server
capacity to be built in DCs to allow room for scheduling
more workloads to peak renewable energy hours. Building
additional servers comes with embodied footprint.
Figure 4 presents the process of identifying a carbonoptimal DC design. A holistic design for a DC must consider
both operational and embodied carbon when minimizing the
overall carbon footprint. Operational inputs include hourly
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Figure 4: A framework for carbon-free datacenter design.

[7] Hao Chen, Zhenhua Liu, Ayse K Coskun, and Adam
Wierman. Optimizing energy storage participation in
emerging power markets. In 2015 Sixth International
Green and Sustainable Computing Conference (IGSC),
pages 1–6. IEEE, 2015.

DC power demand and renewable power supply for the corresponding DC location. Embodied inputs account for the carbon emissions from manufacturing and the expected lifetimes
of solar and wind farms, lithium-ion batteries, and datacenter
servers. Finally, the outputs of the framework include both
runtime and design decisions.
As a world, we have a limited carbon budget (230-440bn
tonnes of CO2 (GtCO2 ) from 2020 onwards) before reaching
Paris Agreement’s 1.5◦C target [34]. Our focus should be
spending this budget onto solutions that maximize carbon reduction — in other words, minimizing the sum of operational
and embodied carbon. This requires a holistic view of the
datacenter design and management.

[8] A. Chien. Characterizing opportunity power in the california independent system operator (caiso) in years
2015-2017. Energy and Earth Science, 2020.
[9] Wesley Cole, A Will Frazier, and Chad Augustine. Cost
projections for utility-scale battery storage: 2021 update. Technical report, National Renewable Energy
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change. https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/
3483410, 2021.
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